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DEPARTrlENT OF SUPPLY AND SHIPPING 

'MINERAL RESOURCES SURVEY BRANCH 

PRELDUNARY REPORT ON THE' EX/HUNA 'J.1J:ON OF CORES FRm.r THE PILOT BORE, 
, j LmS ENTRANCE. VICTORU. " 

Report No. 1945/21t, Plan No. 1195 & '1198. 

This report summarises the Informati'on, so far obtained from 
the Pilot Bore Lakes Entrance, and should be regarded as an interim 
statement pendIng the completion of work on the cores. The task of 
correlating this information with that obtained from other sources and 
the discussion of its bearing on regional problems are reserved for a 
more detailed report when the work lias been concluded. " 

A ,INTRODUCTION 

The Pilot Bore is,situated 130 feet north of the Lakes Entrance 
Shaft and'80 feet above mean tide level. 'The principal pu;-pose of the 
bore was to provide information on theposl tion and flow of acquifers 
and on the nature of the rock ahead of shaft sinking operations. 
Percussion drilling was used to ensure that 'itiformation on water horizons 
should be as accurate as possible. ': 

Drilling on the present site commenced in llaroh 1943, and was 
co~pleted at a depth of 1219 feet in January, 1945. The ~ore is cased 
with 5 inch oa.sing for 1196 feet to the top of the glauconitic sandstone, 
where the casing was oemented and the top water shut off. Below this 
point an open hole was drilled with a Baker core barrel for 22' 10" into 
theglaucoDitlc sandstone. The coring of the sandstone was carried out 
in 13 separate sections, each approximately 21 inches in depth, with a 
period of about two weeks bailing between each coring operation. This 

~ enabled the distribution of. oil and water within the sandstone to be 
determined and the production from each yielding zone to be measured with 
reasonable aocuracy. ,... . 

:~ I • 

, The fluid obtained'by daily bailings oonsisted of free water 
and an oil~wateremulsion in which the peroentage of water varied 
considerably. Free water was drained off and measured, ~fter the fluid 
had been allowed to stand for about half an hour. The oll-water emulsion 
Vias then measured and, from samples taken, the water,content was ' 
determined by tests carried out at the bore. The amounts of water and , 
dry oil in the emulsion were thus calculated and the, day's production 
'recorded as total water and dry oil. In eaoh bailing'perion, a few 
duplicate samples of the emulsion were'sent to Melbourne for determination 

'by the Chief Chemist at the Viotorian Mines Department to'check the 
aocuracy of the local determinations. 

The cores obtained from the Baker core barrel were transferred 
to air tight cylindrical tins and remained sealed until required for 

. examinations. It was not possible to determine the percentage of core 
~t~vered from the drilling operations; but reo overy was certainly high. 
and with the possible exoeption of very thin layers, all changes in 

~ , lithology should be recorded. The, thickness of the various ban€l.s within 
:::" .. , the sandstone could not be measureq acourately from the. fragmented material 

in. the oore barrel but a close approximation of the thlckness was 
~J caiculated by rela{ing the total length of fragmented core recovered to 

the true depth cored and adjusting the measurement of each section of the 
core accordingly. . '. 

B. THE GLAUCONITIC SANDS'roNE. 

The cores provide an almost complete record -of the 23 feet of 
glauconitic sandstone penetrated, but. owing to the limitations of the 

.. , core barrel, the reoora. consists of rock chips in varying degrees of 
'fragmentation from which the nature of the original rock has to be deduced. 
This is co~aratively simple where the core provides large frap,ments, but 
becomes difficult uhere fine grained sandy material is produced. 
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The cores'show alternations of three types of materialF 
.. '.. . . . " ' 

(i) 'Disc-like fragments ("biscultsU).of hard glauconitic sandstone 
about an inch in diameter, with flat 'upp~r surfaces and convex lower. 
su~faces, varying from i to 1 lnQh in maximum thickness As many as'a 
dozen of these may form one 'section 'of a'oore with no admixture of finer 
fragmentary material. ' ' ,"" .,' , ,: 

.., .. 

(1i) Smal~ ,ap,gular. chips an~ f'ragmen~s of glauctonitic sandstone, 
. " .. . . 

(11i) Fine sandy material usually withdrawn from the core barrel as a 
continuous soft core resemb,llpg, an:,unconsolidated sand' or sandy shale.' 
It usually 'contaIns very sm,!-ll fragm,ents of hard glauconitic sandstone 
and, in some cases, grades lnto coarser-fragmerttary,material. ' , 

• '. . , . l 
, . " 

. : The three types of cuttings usually occur' in distinct sections 
as if representative, of alternating bands within ,the glauconitic 
sandstone although in actual fact they probably represent variations in 
text~e which grade,one into another with few clear lines of demarcation. 

, . 
, The sections of 'core composed of disc-like fragements are 

considered to represent bands of particularly tough, fine-grained 
sandstone which breaks in this manner under the successive blows of the 
Balter core barrel. Discs of this kind have been reported as a product 
of the Baker core barrel from areas other 'than Lake's' E~ntrance, and the 
,quality of "toughness" may be the dominant factor in their production. 
Most of the discs are clean and provide no evidence to suggest that 
partings, of finer grained or less consolidated material exists between' 
them. Hmfever, some of the discs carry a thin veneer of shaly material 
which mayindica.te tnat partings of some kind exist in these 'sections. 
In other parts of the sectioll,.,' a 'single disc is found in unconsolidated 
sandy material where it probaoly represents a,band or lens of tough 
massive, sandstone interbedded with a 'more Ifriable rock. , 

, ' 'The sections composed of small angular chips are also consid~red 
: to represent massive e;lauconi tic sandstone ,'although the type of fracture 

... indicates some essentl.al difference from the t~,pe of sandstone which ' 
produces discs. At the present stage of the petrogrllPhic examinations, 
the sandstone in the angular chips appears to be slightly coarser than 
that of which the discs are composed., ' ' 

,t. I ~ ,.'. • •• "; ,: ..' 

'. • I " 

rrhe origin of the fine sandy material nas"not been definitely 
established. In some cores, the material resembles unconsolidated 
sands in appearattce,but the presence of such beds in the section of 
sandstone exnosed in the Pilot :Bore is considered very unlikely. Another 
interpretation' is that the fine sand! sec'tions are drillilJ.gs introduced 
into the core by the core barrel~ inadvertently lifting off the bottom of, 
the hole during the upstroke of thedrll1ing ~ool. Tfiis is a possible 
explanation, but is also considered to be unll.kely. The,re~ults of 
petrographic examination suggest that the material represents glauconitic 
sandstone which is distinctly coarser and less cO!1lPetent than 'those 
.represented by discs and by angular fra~ents. The sandstone has 
presumably been completely, broken during cori~ ~nd emerges from the 
barrel as a core of wet sandt containing small angular of sub~an~lar 
fragments of glauconfutic sanastone. ' ,.' 

. ." . 

If this lnter:pretation is correct,these beds or lenses are the 
most important 11tholog1cal units in the seotio~_ On the basis of , 
grainsize and the percentage of very fine materlal'present, ~hey should 
have a higher permeability than the other types of glauconl.t1c sandstone, 
and appear the most likely beds to act as reservoirs for oil. Further
more, this sandy material constitutes the principal sections o~ the 
cores'which have yielded oil in the laboratory extractions. 

x -Qelumnar section not available, WItil examlnatl~n of cores eomplat_e • 
. " '-
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t . The average' thickness of these bands or lenses in situ is 

approximately 3 incnes a:ndthe total aggregate thickness in the Pilot 
j Bore approximately 4 feet. Cores from the productive oil 'zones record 

six lenses (?) with an aggregate thickness of 24 inches. 

Although it appears at this . stage that these sandy sections 
represent thin bands or lenses of less competent sandstone~ it is as 
well to point out tnat cores such as these are iriadequate ror a 
lithological study of the glauconitic sandstone

i
-9lld that the sequence 

of textural changes within the formation can on y be established with 
certainty on a complete sequence of solid cores. . 

c. PRODUCTION OF' WATER. 

Th~'prOduetion and distrtbution of oil and water are shown 
in TE?-ble 1, which summarises the results of all the bailing tests .. 
carrled OUt between coring. . . , 

, The only acquifer encountered in the '23 feet of sandstone 
lies near the top of the formation, and yields approximately 27 pints 
of water per 24 hours •. 

The initial yield was approximately 85 pints per day but 
prodllction declined throughout coring operations and over the last 40 
days a degree of stability appeared to ,have been reached and the yield 
averaged 27 pints per day. " ". 

. . The 'exact posi tiOD of the acquifer is not known· but the 
water, may come from the same beds whicn yielded oil near {h'e upper 
limit of the' formation. ' .. 

Production figures show conalusively that the formation below 
this acquifer does not yteld any measurable quantity of water. This is 

~ subject to two interpretations. . 

. ., 

(1) The part of the formation exposed is dry. 

(ii) The formation contains water, but the lowpermeability~ in 
conjunction with other physlcal factors·, prevents any· . 
measurable flow. . , 

. . 

Tests whioh }{r ... R.F. Thyer~ Geophysici:st:of this Branch, 
intends· to carry out in the near future may determine which of:these 
interpretations is correct. It is considered on the evidence available 
at present that, with the exception of any. truly impermeable bands which 
may' exist, the fOI'JllB.tion does contain water at a pressure approximating 
that of the artesian w~ter known to occur beneath it. If.·thls is correct; 
the inference is that certain beds or lenses within. the formation 
contain both water and Oil, but yield oil on~y due to the combination 
of various physical'factors of which permeab~l{ty and saturation are 
probably the most important. '. '.. 

Do 'PRODUCTION OF OIL. 
"-

The bailing results show' that there are only two productive 
011 zones in the 23 feet cored. These.consist'of a minor productive zone 
(initial production approximately 8· pints per day) at the top·of the 
formation, with a maximum thickness of 4 feet, and·a major productive zone 
(initial production 32 pints per.day) '8' 3"'~o 1.2 feet'O.elowthe upper . 
limit of the sandstone. The'production of 011. iS t therefore, limited to 
7' 9" Of. the total of 22' 10" of formation exposea.·· . 

. At the close of coring, the oil yield was 32 pints per day. 
This is a yield of. 1'.4 pints per day per vertical foot over the whole 
formation exposed, or 1.5 and 7 pints per dayper·vertical foot in the 
minor and major productive zones respecti.vely. 

. There is no apparent difference in the lithology.of the cores 
from productive and unproductive sections which suggests that suitable 
reservoirs are not confined to ~he productive zones, and may be 
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distributed over the whole formation. 

If the reservoir:beds ·are represented in the un:productive 
sections t it is purely speculative whether they 'contain oJ.l,but are 
inhibitea from yielding, or whether they are barren, due to factors 
involving source and migration.' . 

There appear to be three ways in which oil may be stored in 
the formation: ~ " 

(1) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

Sandy sections presumed to represent bandS or lenses of 
less comt>etent sandstone, appear.in each of th~ productive 
zones, wlth a total aggregate thlckness of 24 l.nches and 
oil has been extraoted from most of these. (See 

. Preliminary Report by R.F. Thyer, 1945/25). 

Discs of glauconitic sandstone, with shaly coati~s, carry 
a film of oil, which may have been yielded by thin 
horizontal partings in the sandstone and oil extracted 
from someo! the more finely fragmented material may be 
of similar origin. The total thickness of sandstone 
carrying such partings in the two productive zones,' would 
not exceed 18 inches, of which a small fraction would be . 
constituted by the,partings themselves. 

There is no evidence of regular jointing within the formation, 
but small cracks have been recorded in specimens of sand
stone from Fostarfs Bore. Some oil may be yielded from 
oil-filled fractures in massive' and otherwise barren 
glauconitic sandstone, but the'consistency of the yield in 
the Pilot and in other bores can hardly be explained on 
the basis of cracks. 

In brief, the maximum aggregate thickness of oil-bearing 
st~ata in the two productive zones appears to be little in excess of 

_. 24 inches and may be between 24 and '3D inches. 

E. RESRRVES OF OIL. 

The factors involved in calculating the reserv~s of .oil. in a ' 
reservoir are, the cubic capacity of the reservoir, the porosity of the 
reservoir rock, the degree of 011 saturation and the anticipated 
recovery. It cannot be said that any of these factors has been definitel 
established by the Pilot bore and consequently any estimates made would 
be based largely on assumptions. For ttiis reason, the discussion of oil 
reserves should be deferred until estimates can be piaced on a factua.l 
basis. 

F. SUMMARY. 

1. The cores from the Pilot Bore show that the glauconitic 
sa.ndstone is not a homogeneous formation, but contains variations probabJ 
due to changes in the grainsize and texture or the sandstone. 

2. At least three variations occur, probably in bands or layers, 
many .of whicn may grade one into another ~thout sharp demarcation. In 
addition·, thin partings may exist in some sections of the sandstone. 

3. E~cept f0r a small acqu1fer near the top of the formation, 
the glauconitic sandstone does not yield water, although the beds are 
not considered to be dry. . 

, 

4. Only 93 inches of the formation so .far cored can be said to 
yi&ld oil, and of this thicknes~ the oil-bearing strata probably 
constitute little more than 24 lnches. 

5. Further data on reservoir beds and oil saturations should be 
obtained be~ore estimates are made of the oil reserves available. 
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6. The bailing results' have provided more precise information 

",) on the distribution of oil and water than was available before and 
it is anticipated that a second pil~t bore!, withsui t~ble drilling 
equipment, can proviqe more conclUSlve eviaence on 011 reserves and 
reservoir conditions. . . 

,-

.. 

CANBERRA! A.C.T. 
5th Apr1 t 1945 •. 

L.e.; NOAKES j' • 
Geologist. 



TABLE 1. 

SmalIARY OF OIL AND rJATER PRODUCTIOrr, PILOT BORE, LAKES ENTRAnCE. 

'(September, 191.4 - February t 1945). 

1 2 3 4- 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Depth of Depth below Core Cores No. Total 1'JEiter Dry oil Initial % of T'tater con- Dry oil as 
Bore Top of Section per 24 hrs. Rer 24 increase total tent of percentage 

Glauconitic No. Av. for . rs. Stab •. in dry d~I emulsion. of total 
Sandstone Section. ~rod. for oil Yleld 01. Average fluid. Average 

I ection. per prod. ~er per Section. ' 
Section.x ection. 

Pints·rJ Pints Pints 24 ~ 
firs. 

1196'3" Top 1 ·5 85.5 4.3 4.3 11.0 30z 4 
1198'2" 1" - 2'0" 2 6 . 66.0 6.3 2~O .5.0 30z 9 
1200'2" 2' - 4' 3 7 49.9 7.7 . 1.4 3.5 30 z 13 
1201'9" 4' - .5'7" 4 8 41..8 6.3 © . .. . 3O·z 12 
120~-'5" . .5 '7" - 8' 3" . g 9 10 38.3 6.8 g 30z 1.5 
120 '5" 8" 3" - 10' 3" 11 12 40.7.5 36.8' 30.0 73.0 51 z 46 
1208'2" 10'3" - 12"01t 7 13 ~i 34.7 39.15.- 3.0 7.5 40 54 
1210'6" 12'0" - 14'4" 8 15 31.8 36~3~@· . 32.5 53 
1211'8" 14'4"- 15'6" 9 17 30.6 36.0·@ 25 55 
1212'9tt 15'6" - 16'7" 10 18 19 30.5 35.7@ -. 25 53 
1214'9" 16'7" - 18'7" 11 ·20 21 25.8 36.3 @ 13.5 59 
1216'9tt 18'7" - 20'7" 12 22 23 26.5 33.7.@ - 15.0 56 
1219'0" 20' 7" - 22 'lO" 13 21.- 25 27.8 32.3 @ 13.25 54 

':1. .In~ludes free water (measured) and water contained in emulsion (calculated),. 
@ Average yield:is given in ~roductive sections. . . 
x The initial yffield from the, bore totals 40.7 pints, but production had declined 

to 32.3 pints at the close of coring. '.' 
z Based on incomplete data, but error considered small.. . 

•• 
'I 
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